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SEFSD Mentors
These individuals want to help you
(current or potential members) with
your electric-flying questions:
Steve Belknap
Wayne Walker
Jim Baron
Harold Reed
Fred Harris
Phil Moore
Bruce Cronkhite

(858) 693-3739
(619) 284-6119
(619) 278-8099
(619) 273-6023
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Monthly Meeting
Held on the third Wednesday of each
month (no meeting in December) at
7:00 PM. Meeting room is at the San
Diego Aerospace Museum, San Diego,
CA.
Park Bl

Aero.
Museum

Presidents Way
Hwy 163
Interstate 5

Flying Site
Located one half mile East of Sea
World on Sea World Drive.
Sea
World

Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to promote and further the
technology of electric powered R/C aeromodeling: encourage competition in Electric
Soaring, Pylon Racing, FAI-F5B/D, Scale, Old Timer, and Pattern Electric categories by
hosting major Industry sponsored events and sanctioning “Fun-Fly” types of contests;
provide forums for the exchange of technical information, instruction and experience;
and participate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in area wide model aviation events.
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billeveritt@compuserve.com

Secretary
Bob Davenport
222-4075
bobdport@home.com
Treasurer
Mike Neale
674-1378 mneale@enerdyne.com
Editor (Last one!) Steve Belknap
693-3739
Let1Fly@aol.com
Safety
Steve Neu
284-0816
SNEU@aol.com

Flying
Site
Sea World Drive
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Membership or Subscription:
Twenty five dollars per year for membership. Fifteen for subscription only. Ten for
under 18 or additional family member.
Contact Mike Neale at 17140 Tam
O’Shanter Dr., Poway, CA 92064.
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Wayne Walker

T

his month is Election Night! So Far we have on the slate: Wayne Walker for Presi
dent (Last time guys, start looking for my replacement!); Bill Knoll for Vice President of Entertainment, a sound & appropriate choice; Bill Everitt for Vice President of
Raffles, a chance to show your appreciation: Charlie White & Bob Davis for Editor/Publisher of the Peak Charge, a chance to write-in to the newsletter; and Steve Neu for Safety
Officer, always a safe-bet.
I’ll take firm commitments and checks for $22.50 each at the meeting for the Annual
Christmas Dinner at 94th Aero Squadron Sunday Dec. 5th at 6 PM.
This month’s meeting will be Fan Appreciation Night, so be sure to be there to see the
basics & advanced topics of Electric Ducted Fans. There will be T-33’s, F-16’s, MIG’s, A10’s and ???Be sure to come & see these great FANS. Steve Belknap will also show his
Video of indoor Electrics, for sure!
Electric World Championships 2000 Update! Under the leadership of Ron Scharck
and the hard work of EWC2000 Executive Committee members Michael Neale, Steve
Belknap, Chuck Grim, Steve Neu, George Joy, yours truly and our newest appointments,
Bill Everitt (Public Relations) and Don Wimple (Social Coordinator), we have accomplished a great deal in the past month and are well on our way to a great Electric World
Championships. To date, we have accomplished the following: Prepared an organization
chart to identify required tasks and areas of responsibility; prepared, and sent to AMA, a
comprehensive budget; prepared, and sent to AMA, Bulletin #1; completed our application for site use permit for the Fiesta Island site; contracted for dormitory rooms at SDSU;
arranged for all, but one, of the contest directors; arranged for the timing & scoring equipment and personnel; approved a logo designed by Frank Hix; created a sponsorship program to generate funds for the club; and prepared a Press Release...and we haven't gotten
all the action items cleared yet!
We are currently working on filling the remaining key management positions; creating
the EWC2000 WEB Site (which will be part of our SEFSD Web site), continue with PR
and information releases, work up a specific plan for the Opening and Closing ceremonies, site layout, traffic control, and equipment lists...to name a few. Whew! That sounds
like a lot of work!
We're really fortunate to have Ron as the Director of the EWC 2000. This guy really
knows how to get things done, on time and in budget too! As you can imagine, we will
need lots of volunteers to assist in staging this truly world class Olympics of Electric
Model Aviation. If you'd like to help in a specific way, let one of the EWC2000 committee members know. We need to find a food service vendor & manager. Anyone know or
have any contacts? As always, feel free to offer opinions, advice, and support at any time to
any of us, we really need the feedback on how we're doing.
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Letters To The Editor

October Meeting
Minutes

(The following letters represent the viewpoints of the individuals who wrote them,
and should not be misinterpreted as those
of the club as a whole, Peak Charge, or the
editor. Letters are always appreciated.)

Calendar
November
6
Morley Field Swap Meet
7
Pylon Racing
17 SEFSD Meeting
19-21 AZ Jet Rally
21 Otay Lake Sport Float Fly
28 Sepulveda FunFly

December - No Meeting
5
5

Pylon Racing
Christmas Dinner

January
1
2
19

New Years Fun Fly
Pylon Racing
SEFSD Meeting

Nov. Meeting
Agenda
Officer Elections
Christmas Dinner

Show & Tell
As Always, U Bring Something!

Entertainment
FAN Appreciation Night
Video of Scale Staffel Indoor Fly

Raffle Prizes
Kyosho "T-33 Shooting star" kit.
HiTech 4 channel Programable radio.
Hobby Club " Cannonshot" kit
Bowmans Hobbies "Scooter" kit
Astro Flight Model 217D ESC
Misc. Building tools
Motors

Peak Charge

T

here were 38 in attendance including Mike Morgan, a new SEFSD joiner but vet
eran pilot, and Brian Faz a student at UCSD. Brian’s presence stemmed from a
commitment by a group of college students to design, build, and fly a model electric plane
competitively at an AIAA meeting near the Cessna plant in Wichita Kansas in April
2000. Several of our members will assist these students to hopefully win that contest.
Progress reports are promised.
Ron Scharck reported good progress in planning for the EWC [Electric World Championships] to be put on by our club in August 2000. Because of this event, it was decided
that no Fall Fun Fest would be held next year. Logos are ready, world wide press releases
will be issued soon, and siting, budgets, and program detailing is nearly complete.
Don Wemple declared the 1999 FFF a success and then provided a few preliminary
hints on the 2000 MWE which is now only four months away. Tom Hunt will be the
principal speaker and the feast will be held at the Marina village.
Wayne Walker reported on the recent meeting of the Mission Bay Planning Committee meeting where we made a pitch for a space allocation on Fiesta Island. This was well
received and our prospects are considered to be good. The proposals to use the island for
commercial ventures and a golf course were then rejected, and the favorable decision was subsequently
confirmed by a San Diego City Council formal vote.
Recreation , not business will be emphasized.
Next the subject of club officers for 2000 was
opened. The nominations recieved are not exclusive
and any individual with other suggestions are free to
nominate until the final voting is held at the November meeting.
Wayne Walker
Bill Knoll
Mike Neale
Bill Everitt
Publisher
Secretary
Steve Neu

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Rafflemaster
Charlie White and Bob Davis
Bob Davenport [alternate requested]
Safety

A discussion on List Servers was held by Steve Belknap. The need for such, which
combines our membership roster with a hobby wide listing for use in mass mailings was
described.
Mike Neale reported a bank balance of $5357 and said that profits from the 1999
MWE were $1146 and from the 1999 FFF were $1174.
Bill Knoll entertained us at Tool Time with his “Cheap Tool” listing that included blue
mending tape, Goop, clothes pins, baking soda as CA kicker, lead weights, and make up
brushes.
Alberto Dona of Hobby Club from San Clemente displayed his full line of imported
planes and accessories. These products, chiefly from the Czech Republic and S. Korea,
were kits, recievers, propellors, motors with drives, and tools. Alberto contributed several
items to the raffle which followed.
Steve Neu displayed his new P 38 Lightening which has proven to be a good flyer.
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Pictures at our Exhibition 2 . . .
The 1999 Fall Fun Fly
Photes and captions courtesy of Seth Mogk
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An aircraft doesn’t know
the wind is blowing.
The following is an excerpt from Model Aircraft Aerodynamics:
The effect of wind

S

trictly, the effect of wind on flight is not a problem in aerodynamics but one of human perception, psychology and understanding..
It nevertheless seems necessary to make a brief statement since , despite innumerable attempts to correct falsehoods, the errors come
up repeatedly in conversations at club level and in otherwise reputable model magazines.
The true facts have been known for more than a century and have been amply demonstrated in practice.
Despite innumerable authoritative published corrections and clarifications, there are many modelers who still believe that they
should trim and control their aircraft differently when flying upwind or downwind and making turns. They do not understand that
airspeed and groundspeed are two quite different things, but judge the speed of the model by its apparent motion relative to their own
position on the ground . Certain types of models, and certain wing profiles are said to be sensitive to wind direction, and models are said
to surge upward when faced into the wind and sag when flying downwind, and so on. This is all nonsense.
The wind is the movement of a huge body of air as a whole. When a model is in flight it is totally in the air and all forces and
reactions on it, including inertia, kinetic energy and momentum, result from its passage through the air with no influence at all from the
ground below other than gravity. The aircraft does not feel the wind passing over the ground – it is in the air and the flow over it is
generated by its own airspeed. This has nothing whatever to do with the motion of the air mass itself as a whole over the ground.
From:
Martin Simons
“Model Aircraft Aerodynamics”
Argus Books 1978

Qualified Pilots
There follows a list of all the member pilots who have qualified under the club
rules for qualification. If you don’t see your name, but think you should be on the
list, see any of the club instructors at the field.
Steve Belknap
Jack Hix
Minton Cronkhite
Joe DeMarco
Don Haines
Fred Harris
Howard Harvey
Jeff Keasaman
Bill knoll

John McKinney
Steve Neu
Jack Roesch
Ralph Schierholt
Francis Smith
Terry Thomann
Cliff Vaughn
Wayne Walker
Don Wemple
Dudley Uphoff

That’s all!
As of now there is no penalty for being un-qualified,
however,…..Our new slate of officers may want to make an
example of the slackers, so beware.

SEFSD
Instructors

Give these folks a call if you need
the talents of a flying instructor.
They are just itching to help!
Bruce Cronkhite
Bob Davis
Bill Knoll
Steve Belknap
Steve Neu
Pete Day

(619) 278-6643
(619) 277-8043
(760) 966-6884
(858) 693-3739
(619) 284-0816
(619) 274-3016
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CUTTING UP
By John McKinney

Some time ago, a year or so I guess, I promised
Steve Belknap that I would write some things
for the newsletter. I think the time has arrived.
How do I know? Here’s where I get the first hint.
A typical exchange will go something like this;
John: Hi Steve, how’s it going?
teve: Hi John, you forget how to spell?
Or how about;
John: How much do I owe you for the battery pack?
Steve: Thirty dollars and 600 words.
You see how it is. Now is the time. Just kidding, just kidding. In a continuing effort to find
easier and faster ways to do things that relate to
building R/C models, I’ve come across various
methods, tools, approaches, and techniques. I’m
sure some of this stuff will not be new to many of
you but it might jog something long forgotten. If
you’re anything like me, you’ve learned so many
things in your life that there is just not enough
brain space to store it all. As new and exciting
information comes along, more and more of the
old stuff gets tossed out. Maybe this or a future
article will recall to memory a valuable, though
forgotten, bit. On the other hand, there are a lot
of new folks showing up so maybe, just maybe,
they will find a new treasure to tuck away and
call their own.
In that we are forever cutting first one thing
and then another when building, I long ago found
a couple of useful items. Many times when trimming canopies or decals or whatever, I kept thinking I needed a different kind of scissors or cutting tool than what I was using. My search for a
better
way
turned
up the
following.
Figure 1 – This is the most common. It is
simply a small Fiskars scissors. Really necessary
when working with the various covering materials. Be sure you get good ones, and Fiskars are.
These can be found in the notions department
of most food and drug stores. For those of you
that never took Home Economics, notions are
where they have all of the sewing stuff. I know, if
it doesn’t fly who cares. About $5.00 to $7.00.

Figure 2 - These are toenail scissors. Good
f o r
cutting
fair ly
heavy
material because they have a short cutting blade compared
to the handle. Leverage I think it is called. The
really neat part is the curved cutting edge as shown
in the partial top view. This makes it real easy to
trim around curves on canopies and graphics. You
will notice that they are symmetrical and thus
can simply be turned over to cut both right and
left-hand curves. Clever engineering is a beautiful thing. I bought mine at Rite-Aid drugs, in
the toes department. You can always use them,
when not working on airplanes, to trim the toenails of your significant other. Do some people
have times when they aren’t working on airplanes?
Curious that. About $7.00 to $9.00.

Figure 3 – Originally intended for cutting
bandages when time for removal is nigh, the bent
shape aids in cutting long runs as it keeps your
hand and fingers out of the cut. The dotted line
shows where I cut the knob off to make it easier
to get into corners and such. A very handy item
that can found at the Park Boulevard Pharmacy,
the Northwest corner of Park and University. I
tried some other places but no luck. About $7.00
to $9.00.

Figure 4 – Another little tool that is to be
found in the notorious notions department, the
one that no cared about back in Figure 1 because
it doesn’t fly. Intended to be used for removing
seams, as in correcting an error. See, R/C modelers aren’t the only ones that make mistakes.
There’s hope after all. The long finger on the
tool is sharp pointed and was meant to insert
under a stitch. When we use it, it is useful for
such as punching through covering material.
Why would we want do that? Well, you see that
little finger? It has a little plastic ball on it so we

Peak Charge
don’t punch our fingers, but the really important
part is that the saddle area between these two
fingers is a cutting edge and you can get into very
small areas. Illustrated on the right, is a cap to
protect the point. The cap on mine is clear plastic and the dotted line shows where I cut it off to
use the end for a great little landing light lens.
About $1.00 to $3.00.

Figure 5 – This tool is a holder for single edge
razor blades. It is fab for using as a chopping tool
for various sticks and can also be used very effectively for cutting and stripping sheet stock. I have
had mine for years and got it at Color Tile, which
no longer seems to be around. Boy, that’s sure
helpful. However, I have also seen them at other
stores that have wallpaper supplies. A word to
the wise here, do NOT let the wife find out that
you even know the general public can buy wallpaper supplies. You need to trust me here, the
things we will use it for in modeling are ever so
much easier than what it was made for. If anybody asks, just say that nowadays barbers use this
instead of a straight razor. And tell your teenage
son not to try it at home. About $2.00 to $4.00.

Figure 6 – Standard nippers. I don’t use this
one too much, but since I bought a second set
and ground it down as indicated on the drawing
by the dotted lines, I find more uses for it. About
$6.00 to $8.00.

Figure 7 – Plain old dykes. Remember that
they will cut lots of stuff besides wire.
About $6.00 to $8.00.
If it is easier, it is faster? Probably. So here are
seven tools that can help you get into the air easier
and faster. Now go out there and start cutting
up!!!!
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Scenes from Last Year’s

Sepulveda FunFly
Come to this
Funfly on
November
28!
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UCSD and SEFSD
By Brian Faz

T

Flying High

he University of California, San Di
ego, student chapter of the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
is proud to be working in conjunction with
the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
(SEFSD) Model Airplane Organization of
San Diego for the 1999-2000 year Design/
Build/Fly Electric Model Airplane Competition to be held over on April 15th and
16th, 2000. The UCSD AIAA Student
chapter headed by President Josh Hu ( Junior, Aerospace Engineering) has developed
a core project team lead by Project Manager Andrew Mye (Senior, Mechanical Engineering), and made up of 10 members
with various engineering backgrounds.
The competition, sponsored by the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Cessna/ONR, is being
held in Wichita, Kansas at the Cessna Aircraft Company and will consist of more than
30 independent university entries. Student
teams will design, fabricate, and demonstrate the flight capabilities of an unmanned,
electric powered, radio controlled aircraft
that can best meet the specified mission
profile. The goal is a balanced design possessing good demonstrated flight handling
qualities and practical and affordable manufacturing requirements while providing a
high vehicle performance.
The competition is sure to provide a realworld aircraft design experience for our organization by giving them an opportunity
to validate our analytic studies as well as
work as a team. The rules to the contest as
well as other wonderful information can be
found at http://amber.aae.uiuc.edu/
~aiaadbf. In addition to the thrill of the
event, cash prizes are being offered in
amounts of $2500 for 1st, $1500 for 2nd
and $1000 for 3rd place. The winning teams
will also be invited to present their designs
at the 1999 Applied Aerodynamics Conference.
The AIAA Student Chapter in addition

to this competition will also be involved in
many other events throughout the coming
1999-2000 school year. Some of our
planned events include a trip to the
Lockheed Martin Facility, a tour aboard a
San Diego stationed Aircraft Carrier, and a
dinner lecture on the International Space
Station. The AIAA Student Chapter also
will be working with several local schools
as part of an outreach program for science
experiments. If you are interested in any
further information concerning our club or
any events we will be conducting, please
send e-mail to aiaaucsd@sdcc3.ucsd.edu.
Brian Faz, (Senior, Mechanical Engineering) who is the treasurer of the AIAA
Student Chapter will be giving monthly
updates on the status of the competition at
the monthly SEF general meetings. If you

have any requests for information you would
like to have presented including the general UCSD related topics, please send email to bfaz@ucsd.edu or call 619-2877289.
The AIAA Student Chapter is very excited about entering the upcoming Design/
Build/Fly competition and we look forward
to working closely with the Silent Electric
Flyers of San Diego organization. We
would like to take this opportunity to thank
everyone in the SEF organization for your
overwhelming hospitality and assistance,
and of course, for the wonderful day at the
Mission Bay Airfield. We will do our best
to make your organization proud to be associated with this event. Again, thank you
for helping our organization to get this
project of the ground…literally!

University of California, San Diego, AIAA Student Chapter Officers for 1999-2000
(l-r): Frankie Choi, Vice President, Brian Faz, Treasurer, Andrew Mye, Project Manager,
Josh Hu, President.
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SEFSD to Advise UCSD
Students
on AIAA Project
By Steve Manganelli

W

hat started as an interesting American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA) meeting at UCSD, may turn into an opportunity for Steve Neu, Wayne
Walker, myself (and UCSD Alumnus) to vicariously relive the Miss Maddona project.
You may recall that Miss Madonna was the 1995 Astro Champs winning 7-cell cargo
lifter designed and built by SEFSD members Steve Manganelli, Steve Neu, Wayne Walker,
Aaron Bourdage, Steve Belknap, Chuck Grim, and Rick Cutler. Miss M carried 15 lbs,11
oz of "cargo" around Mile Square Park with Steve Neu at the controls using just (7) 1.7
Ah cells for and (2) AstroCobalt 05s for power.
When UCSD Aerospace Engineering student Andrew Mye stood up at the
AIAAmeeting October 13th and described the latest wrinkle to the 1999/2000 annual
AIAA student design and build R/C model competition, shades of Miss Madonna danced
in our heads. This years task is described as a simulated cargo event. The model must be
electric powered, no more than 5 lbs of batteries (!), less than or equal 7' wingspan and
must carry 1 liter water bottles as cargo. The flying task consists of takeoff in less than 100
ft. fly a 1000' FAI-F5B like course, land, drop cargo and then do 2 laps of the same course
empty. The sequence is repeated as many times as possible until 10 minutes elapses. Teams
from Universities around the country will convene in Whichita Kansas at Cessna Aircraft's
runway in the Spring. The meet is a AMA sanctioned contest, where the pilot is to be an
experienced modeler and AMA member; guess whom that might be?
The total score to determine a winner is attained from more than just flying: points are
awarded for a proposal/report/paper, and cargo carrying points are scaled from parameters derived from characteristics of the model. My initial seat-of-the-pants design looked
a bit like Miss Madonna (2 fuselage pods, 2 motors, 2 props, 1 tail boom) However, upon
inputting some of the AIAA "Cost Parameters" into my old Miss Madonna design calculation spreadsheet, it became apparent that 2 motors gave a significant penalty. You sharp
E-power types will already realize that for a 10 minute task, the average current won't be
that high (18A by my calculations) so one motor can do the job. Five lbs of the new 2.4
Ah cells is 36 so at 1.1 volts/cell and 18 A, 712 watts input power will be available; no
slouch and easily 2.5 times the power of Miss M.
Another design parameter that seems important is the ability to change the cargo
quickly; we envison the flying task as a race where good pit stops are as important as going
fast on the course. Going fast was never one of Miss Madonna's attributes. That task
was simply to get in the air in 150 ft and go around the pattern and land without crashing.
The AIAA craft has to get up in a hurry, then go as fast as possible. Camber changing
flaps seem to be indicated. Once the last base turn has been completed, getting down
quickly will be a plus. Glider style "crow" mixing may fill the bill here; kill the lift without
causing a gross pitch change on a heavily loaded aircraft.
This is just some of the advice being offered to Mr. Mye and his crew. Suggestions on
inexpensive and simple composite fabrication techniques are being offered; the techniques
used to build Miss Madonna are appropo. The team must find $$ or sponsors for their
motor, batteries, radio, and other major items. They have a lot of work ahead of them. We
wish them all the best and will keep you posted via PeakCharge. Complete details of the
task and competition are available on the web at www.aiaa.org.images/pdf/dbf9900.pdf.

Peak Charge
FLASH: Ron just told me that he and
Bill Everitt met with SANYO Energy
(U.S.A)'s VP of Sales/Marketing and Marketing Administrative Assistant and, in an
unprecedented action, received approval of
our request of them to be the corporate
sponsor of the EWC2000 within 20 minutes of the presentation. Congratulations to
Ron and Bill and thank you SANYO for
your vote of confidence and finacial support. This means a great deal to our club's
treasur y and to the success of the
EWC2000.
As you remember, last month I offered
free raffle tickets for identifying the author
of,
“Keep your head & eyes moving around.
Be awake to everything. You must never be
caught unaware. This does not mean you
should be afraid. It means you should be
alert. That is how to have a safe flight.”
Well, nobody came lose to the correct
answer, Baron Von Ricktofen of WW I
fame! Yes this was the advice the “Red
Baron” gave to his fellow pilots as they tried
to equal his record of “XXX” kills of enemy
planes. This month it’s 5 free raffle tickets
to the answer of “How many kills, & does
it still stand, & who is #2”?
Safe flying is always planned!

That’s it for me,

I’m outa here!
By Steve Belknap

T

he editorship of Peak Charge will now
be in the hands of Charlie White and
Bob Davis.
I’ve had a wonderful time as your editor,
but time constraints have forced me to give
it up. Many many thanks to all the great
people who gave me tons of contributions
and information. You make the newsletter,
not the editor.
Please give you new editor(s) all the support and encouragement that you gave me
the past several years! This job can be discouraging without input and feedback from
you.
Thank you for this opportunity to have
so much fun.
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Scenes from A Previous Otay Lake Float Fly
Photos courtesy of Frank Smith
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The Jet Set
By Wayne Walker

B

ill Knoll had the FIRST T-33 here in San Diego, and he’s helped several others and me with setting up & re-powering the very nice
Kyosho T-33 Thunderbirds’ all foam EDF kit. These are some notes on what to do if the stock unit appears a little ‘slow’ to you,
and/or you want more Fun in your Jet ride!
We're using the Aveox 1114-4Y motor, but they're not available any more, the new 10XX series replaces them. Bill says the 1010 2Y
would be the replacement (check Aveox WEB site for more E-Fan power details), we use 12 cells of Sanyo 1250's, a less aggressive
approach would be 8 or 10 cells. The batteries go in the nose, on the bottom, real tight. Steve Belknap knows how to stagger them for
best fit. The controller on top is in the airflow from the nose holes, Rx behind the power battery, Rx 110 ma batteries on top & aft under
the Canopy, behind the elev. servo, micro servos required. This should bring the CG about right on. The elevator pushrod running
inside the fan ducting should be put inside a soda straw & taped to the foam to reduce drag in there. Also be neat & clean on the wires
leading to the motor, theyíre in the airflow & should be taped to keep them out of the air too.
Bill recommends spending a large amount of time balancing the fan unit, & I agree. The smoother it runs here the better, i.e. less
energy wasted in buzzing the
better! Same as props!
Bill & I are using a wire
skids to protect the bottom, one
down the middle & two on the
wing tips to keep the landings
from beating up the bottom,
also Motor Cycle Number
backing clear tape to protect the
foam bottom, front & rear, from
the rocks.
Also be careful on cutting
the ailerons out, too far either
way & they'll loosen the skin on
wing or aileron. Use sandpaper
to open up the gap a little so
they don't bind. Then close the
gap with Scotch Tape, the original type, not ‘Invisible’. While
you’re there, be sure the aileron
torque rods are a good fit in the
aileron holes, and fill the holes
with Epoxy or UFO to keep
them tight.
Remember, This power
WILL INCREASE SPEED
to about 72 MPH, VERY
CLOSE TO THE Vne AREA,
Vne at about 80/90!
Take Care!! Very clean handling and great performance,
but it's still a FOAMIE!!
Hope we've been a little help,
I think it's a great entry-level
EDF jet and a lot of fun.
I hope Kyoshoís new F-16
lives up to the same kind of
good stuff!
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November 19 through the 21st Info at: http://home.att.net/~bruff1
1999 Arizona Model Aviators Schedule
Friday, Nov. 19
* 7:00am - 9-00am_______ Electrics only
* 9:00am - 12:00pm _____ Open flight line (All types)
* 12:00pm - 1:00pm ______Lunch, spectator viewing of models.
* 1:00pm - 4:30pm ______ Open flight line (rally is done for the day)
* 4:30pm _______________ Flight line open (club rules)

Saturday,Nov. 20
* 7:00am - 9-00am_______ Electrics only
* 9:00am - 12:00pm _____ Open flight line (All types)
* 12:00pm - 1:00pm ______Lunch, spectator viewing of models.
* 1:00pm - 4:30pm ______ Open flight line (rally is done for the day)
* 4:30pm _______________ Flight line open (club rules)

Sunday, Nov. 21
* 7:00am - 9-00am_______ Electrics only
* 9:00am - 12:00pm _____ Open flight line (All types)
* 12:00pm - 1:00pm ______Lunch, spectator viewing of models.
* 1:00pm -2:30pm ______ Open flight line
* 2:45pm _______________ Flight line closed, awards

Arizona Modeler Aviator’s Site Location
The Arizona Modeler Aviator’s flying site is at Usery Park near Apache Junction, Az. Follow Route 60 until Signal Butte exit. Go north
until Brown Rd. then turn right. At Meridian turn left, then at the first turn left past the rodeo grounds turn to enter the club field.

Map to AMA flying site.
The flying site has a 800 ft x 85 ft paved runway . We have 250 ft of covered Ramada and electric power available for the pilots.
Conncessions and other various venders will be present. Camping is allowed but no hookups.
You can reach me by e-mail at: bruff1@worldnet.att.net

Mail completed entry form with entry fee to:
Bob Ruff
514 N Sandstone St.
Gilbert, AZ 85234
Name:___________________________________
Address:_________________________________
_________________________________________
City:____________________________________
State:_______________________Zip:_________
Shirt size______________________
AMA number______________________
Frequency_______________________
Number of Jets__________________
Simply, fill out and either mail in with your entry fee.
$25.00 before November 5th. $30.00 at the event.
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My First Close Encounter with
a Model Airplane
By Emil Caluory

S

ome time around 10-11 years old, I ran across/into another kid, Just “hanging-around-loose”. We were total strangers, never having
met before. He turned out to be the typical “looking-for-any-port-in-a-storm” relationship predator. It had to be in the summer
time, ’38 - ’39 , between school terms,
It turns out he’s just “drifting”, but more intensely than 1, in search of something an/or someone “to-do”, After our initial encounter,
I tried to break-off, a number of times, but he could cleverly/desperately “beg-on”. Finally, to rid of him once and for all, I “put-myfoot-down” and stated that I was only interested in Model Airplanes, but that I never had the money, Model Airplanes was the farthest
from his mind/repertoire, but in desperation of the moment he would agree to the compromise demand.
He needed to know how much (money) and how long (time), this Model Airplane activity? Now the shoe was on the other-foot. I
not only hadn’t “escaped”, but was “hooked”. This might be the golden “opportunity” of a lifetime, Since I’d never seen the inside of a kit
contents, much less the progression of a model “in-building” .
The lowest bidding came down to a 5 cent kit range. But the luxury items was the Comet Models Cessna C-37 (high wing cabin,
with no wing strut, stationary landing gear [wheels] and a round engine). The assurance being that 5 cents would cover all , (how was I
to know ?), sealed the deal.
The kit was the most beautiful thing that I had ever seen in my entire life. I even mustered enough nerve to be allowed to touch/
handle it, before the actual purchase.
Upon discussion with the proprietor, of the hobby shop, it came out that the kit, by itself, would indeed not complete a model, If he’d
of been Mafia and grown-up, I’d have been dead. Now I was all for canceling out of the whole enterprise, once and for all, because I had
faked/lied/winged it, whatever, about my credentials, in the expertise of modeling, not giving any thought to “being-found-out”, in the
go-for-broke excitement of actually getting privy exposure (before-my-time) to model airplanes.
Now it was his turn, in repayment, he wasn’t going to escape/release me, without maximum penalty of the total reprisal torment. (A
pound of flesh ?) So, with me mentally shackled, he was going to squeeze it for all it was worth.
It was going to take pins, a razor blade/cutting knife, (glue the miniature tube, in the kit, probably couldn’t glue two ( 2 ) fingers
together ! !), dope/thinner and brushes!
I think it all came to about a dollar. We went to his family tenement house, 2 - 4 stories high, and then I felt really physically, as well
as mentally, entrapped (I probably half expected to die and/or be killed).
He was very meticulous in reading the plans, (I never did know how to read) and realizedjust the extent of my deception, when right
there on the plans, things that I had stated, about how a model is made, (all on the fly/winging it, because he had demanded specifics
and I tried to take advantage of his total ignorance of the existence of the Model Airplane hobby [science ?], figuring he would never
know the difference, sounding super knowledgeable, and I would never see him again, anyway, This was all before there was anyting
about actually buying a kit, so I was flapping-my-wings about how great I could fly [when in fact I had never been off the ground ! ! ! !])
, that just wasn’t so, at all .
Now came the “moment-of-truth”, I had lied to my jailor and was about to reap the consequences. To build to the maximum, he was
relishing all the pay-back, by forcing the total involvement, in this Model Airplane “THING” .
He had “bucks”, but typical of the species, was violently “cheap”, But now this dollar was going to “make-his-whole-summer”, in
terms of entertainment/torment and I was the “sacrificial - lamb (beyond his wildest dreams).
To give him credit due, he did make the model, despite all my “expertise”, that he would periodically “shutup”, before I could go very
far with my “answer” to his “question”, he knowing full well by now, that he had me “in-over-my-head” and wasdeliciously savoring the
pay-back.
He was really playing with a thousand (1,000 marlin on a 100 pound line, and he was good at it, too. But now that we’re grown-up,
had it been on a desert island, I can assure you that one or both of us would be dead.
Through the “agony”, I was still delighted in the creativity of it all. I actually got to see, in person, the innards of one of those
mysteries of life, the Model Airplane Kit.
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Classified
Robbe Bingo 52”
$225
Astro 035, 2 Servos, Battery

Call Roy McGukin
619 673-8123
Roy also has an Aveox Playboy NIB
From New Creations Save $6.00 S&H
George Meyers responds to Bruce’s “Units’,
OR: Look, someone actually reads the newsletter!!

T

he units used to define Angle Of Attack confuse me.
1. All Navy airplanes stall at the same AOA = 15
2. All Navy airplanes stall at 30 units on the AOA indicator.
3. A "unit" is approximately 2 ???. (I think he means 1/2 )
Bruce leaves the impression that he expects an airplane to stall at 30 units, even if it
happens to be tied to the deck.
In the real world, stall happens when the laminar flow over the surface of a lifting
wing separates from that surface into a non-laminar bubble or burble at the leading
edge. That happens without respect to gravity. (An inverted airplane pulling thru a
"Split S" can experience stall as readily as one taking off or landing.)
In order for stall to occur, there must be some airspeed to create a flow over the wing.
With airspeed, and only with airspeed, the laminar airflow over the wing at the leading
edge can be separated. (Incidentally, either the sharp edge or the blunt edge can be the
"leading edge".) We experience a loss of lift when the airspeed is held constant and the
AOA is increased to a critical angle where separation occurs, which the aerodynamic
texts call the "Stall Angle." So, stall can occur at any airspeed. I wish Bruce had said
that, because it is the point that he was trying to make.
All that aside, I think Bruce's dictum is a good one. If the student "keeps the fuselage
parallel to the ground," he or she is unlikely to encounter a stall.
I tell my students to "Crash with the wings level." That always leads to a doubletake. Which gives me a chance to observe that the best way to re-kit an airplane is to let
a wingtip touch and thereby produce a cartwheel landing. I frequently put a strip of
yellow tape on the leading edge of each wing of the student's airplane, just to focus his/
her mind on keeping the wings level. I now think I'll try putting a strip of yellow tape
down the side of the fuselage, too!
George

SEFSD VIDEO LIST
See Fred Harris, the Librarian.
One month free borrow.

A CELEBRATION OF EAGLES ( AMA )
Float Flying ( John Sullivan )
Airborne R/C Video (Fred Harris)
Gas to Electric Conversion
Airplane (Joe Wurts)
Getting Started in Electric Flight
Air Force Top Gun
1994 KRC Electric Fly
A-10 Warthog
1996 KRC Electric Fly
Basic Construction for Beginners
Lets get Serious About Electric Flight
Basic Flight Training for beginners
Monokote
Byron Originals Show Season 1985
Monokote-II
Cutting Foam Cores
1996 NATS-Video Highlights
Desert Storm-Tornado
Polyspan Covering Instructions
Double Eagle
Power for Performance
Electric Flight
R/C Flying
Electric Flight & Schneider Cup
The Schneider Sport Electric
Electrifying the Fantasy
T-Birde (Thunderbirds)
F-16 Falcon
Vacuum Bagging
Wring it Out
Wring it Out-II

Subject: FW: Airline Safety Briefing
"Ladies and gentlemen, if you'll kindly look out the right side of the aircraft, you'll see why you might want
to pay more attention when we do these safety briefings prior to takeoff."

SEFSD c/o Steve Belknap
10223 Kaiser Place
San Diego, CA 92126

